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VNR VIGNANA JYOTHI INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING & TECHNOLOGY 

BACHUPALLY, (VIA) KUKATPALLY, HYDERABAD-500 090 

Department of Humanities & Sciences 

Date: 20-01-2021 

  A Report on “National Mathematics Day” commemorating  

Sri. Srinivasa Ramanujan’s Birthday”   

 

The Department of Humanities and Sciences conducted a one day online event on 22nd 

December, 2020 at 2:00pm-4:00pm on the occasion of “National Mathematics Day-

commemorating Sri. Srinivasa Ramanujan’s 133rd  Birthday” . 

 
 

Srinivasa Ramanujan Iyenger 

22 December 1878 - 26 April 1920 

 

The main objective of the event was to celebrate Sir Ramanujan’s birthday and make students realize 

the practical and daily life applications of Mathematics in engineering. The event started by lightening 

the lamp and garlanding Srinivasa Ramanujan’s photo in the Department of Humanities and Sciences.   
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 The students of  I & II B.Tech  enthusiastically presented and participated in the events .The program 

started with a video presentation by Srikar , II B.Tech ECE-4 student through Google Meet on the 

topic “ Srinivasa Ramanujan Life History”. 

     

 

The students gave presentations on various topics related to mathematics day .The below are the list 

of students who did presentations: 

 

1) Kiranmai and Anushka (II B.Tech EIE) 

The presentation was about importance of Mathematics around the world. She also 

introduced about the great ancient mathematicians Brahmagupta and Bhaskara. 

  

2)  P. Manav and T.Nikitha  (II B.Tech EIE) 

 

This presentation is about biography of Srinivasa Ramanujan and his works in number theory. 

Also they explained about Aryabhatta, Euler contributions in mathematics. 
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3) Ajitesh Chadalavada  (II B.Tech EIE) 

 

Presentation was about the life of Pythagoras and his significant contributions in 

mathematics. 

 

4) Bhargav Sai (II B.Tech ECE) 

 

The presentation is about the origin of mathematics day globally and the importance of 

mathematics in real life. 

 

 5) Vinay (II B.Tech ECE) 

            He presented on the importance of numbers and involvement of mathematics in engineering. 

 

 6) P.Tanusree (II B.Tech ECE) 

The presentation comprised of applications of mathematics in our daily life and also in 

social media. 

 

7) Bhavana and Rishitha (II B.Tech ECE) 

 

              The  presentation was about the biography of Srinivasa Ramanujan and his contributions in 

mathematics towards research. 

 

 8)  Kedari and group (I B.Tech ME) 

 

      The presentation was about the importance of national mathematics day and  they quoted 

some mathematicians such as Mahaveera, Ganesh prasad and Prashanta Chandra. 
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9)   Rishitha,Harshini,Harshitha ,Hitaish,Abhinay and Chaitanya (I B.Tech DS) 

 

     The  presentation is about maths day and  its importance in real life .Also they stated about 

contributions in mathematics by Srinivasa Ramanujan, Aryabhatta ,Bhaskara and also included 

the uses of mathematics in daily life. 

 

10)   Saketh,Tanmai,Srikar,Snehith,Shreyana and Chaitanya(I B.Tech DS) 

              The presentation comprised of discoveries in mathematics by great mathematicians like 

Srinivasa Ramanujan, Aryabhatta,Bhaskara and significance of mathematics in real life. 

 

11)   Bhavana (II B.Tech EIE) 

 Presentation was about importance of mathematics in engineering and contributions in 

maths by mathematician Prashanta Chandra 

 

12)    Ramya (II B.Tech ECE) 

 

               The presentation is about the biography of Srinivasa Ramanujan and his contributions in 

mathematics .Also included the importance of maths in engineering fields. 

 

 

     
 

       Finally the event concluded with talk by Prof. T.Jayashree, Head of the Department ,H&S           

and Dr. B. Chennakesava Rao, Director for advancement motivated  and inspiring the students  

about the importance of mathematics in engineering , especially in emerging areas like Machine 

learning and Artificial intelligence. 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                

                                                                                                                    Coordinator 

                                                                                                                    Dr.R.Srilatha  

                                                                    


